
TECHNOLOGY RIGHTS AGREEMENT OF 2019 
 
The Thomas Corporation (“Thomas”) and Alef Incorporated (“Alef”), understanding their 
influence over the telecommunications industry, and in an attempt to build their relationship, 
have come together to sign this pledge. These two companies and all undersigned agree to the 
following: 
 
Thomas is the sole owner of Ren Industries (“Ren”), Telogy Incorporated (“Telogy”), and 
Azulrai Studios (formerly GusWare). Their intellectual property includes but is not limited to 
the Azul brand of products, Horizon City outside of governmental affairs, Ayuda, and both 
azulOS and AeonOS. 
 
Alef is the sole owner of Alef Computer (“Alef”), Briyut, Alef X, AV (“Alef Ventures”), and 
Yacha, and holder of a controlling stake in Alef Rosengarten. Their intellectual property 
includes but is not limited to mKarna and Latem phones and related tablets and computers, the 
Robotic Home Buddy (“RHB”), and Alef OS. 
 
Despite originally creating and using the code as intellectual property, Amica is now 
considered open-source and is managed, not owned, by Thomas. 
 
The concept of Artificial Intelligence (“AI”) is considered open intellectual property, though 
the form of each AI will be the intellectual property of their respective creator. 
 
Technology is meant to used by all people, in all walks of life. Essential technology is defined as 
technology that enriches the life of the user, physically, mentally, or emotionally. This 
includes phones, tablets, and computers. 
 
Essential technology exported and imported by the undersigned cannot be given extra tariffs 
or blocked from entry into the nation without substantial evidence given to prove these devices 
are harming instead of helping the citizens of said nation or the company is in violation of a 
nation’s law or policy. 
 
 
Signatories: 
 
Ms. Felicia Scott, representing the Thomas Corporation 
Mr. Akash Varus Galerius, representing Alef Incorporated 
Dame Elisabeth Ingrid Harding, representing Alef Rosengarten 
Mr. Orso Abelli, representing Virizion Wireless 
Mr. Sahil Ranamurthy, representing VidCast, LLC. 
Mr. Vivek Desai, representing Fluttr Incorporated 
Mr. Bhushan Punyodhana, representing Karnataka Communications Incorporated 
Lord Marcel Gauthier, representing Azulrai Studios 
Dame Alicia Durand, representing the Monarchy of Guslantis 
The R. Hon. Diwan Sahab, representing the Syrixian Empire 


